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ĐỀ 1 – PHÒNG GD&ĐT THẠCH THÀNH 

Time allowed: 150 minutes 

 

A. LISTENING 

Part 1. You will hear five short conversations. You will hear each conversation twice. There 

is one question for each conversation. For questions 1-5, put a tick under the right answer. 

Question 0. 

 

1. What is John going to do tonight? 

 

                A     

 

                B 

 

                  C 

2. Which is Ben's family? 

 

                 A 

 

                    B 

 

                  C 

3. Which bag does the woman buy? 
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                   A 

 

                   B 

 

                  C 

4. How much did the woman pay for the apples? 

 

                  A 

 

                  B 

 

                 C 

 

5. What time does the film start? 

 

                  A 

 

                 B 

 

                 C 

 

Part 2. Listen to the conversation between a man and a woman as the man joins the local 

library. 

For questions from 6 to  10: Complete the Membership Application Form below:  

 

WESTLEY PUBLIC LIBRARY 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM 
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 NAME: Camden 

FIRST NAME: Peter 

ADDRESS:       Flat 5  

                          53 (6) _________________________________ Finsbury 

POSTCODE:    (7) ________________________________________________               

DATE OF BIRTH:  8th July (8) _____________________________________ 

HOME TEL:  None 

MOBILE TEL: (9) ________________________________________________ 

PROOF OF RESIDENCE PROVIDED:  (10)____________________________ 

 

B. LANGUAGE FOCUS.  

Part 1. Choose the word which best completes each of the following sentences.  

11. Going into the city by the expressway takes ______ longer than the local roads because 

of heavy traffic. 

A. even B. so C. too D. more 

12. Every employee is required to attend ______ one of the training workshops each month.  

A. so that B. at least C. only if D. as much 

13. Several important methods were ______ for  preserving food in the nineteenth century. 

A. seen B. covered C. prepared D. invented 

14. What does the poster say? 

 

A. Pattrick wanted to go out with Anna. 

B. Pattrick's mother will arrive home late. 

C. Anna didn't agree with Pattrick's 

suggestion. 

D. Pattrick will be home tomorrow night. 

15. It is said that a person's personality is more important than ........ appearance. 

A. your B. his C. its D. my 

16. People play golf on a ........... . 

A. court B. pitch C. ball D. course 

17. ______ energy is the energy that we get from the sun. 

A. Wind B. Tidal C. Hydro D. Solar 
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18. We finally ______ our teacher to go on a camping trip with us. 

A. persuaded B. argued C. reminded D. made 

19. What does the poster say? 

 

A. 50% of women in the city come here. 

B. This place is for middle-aged women 

only. 

C. Ladies in their forties pay half price. 

D. 50% of the customers are middle-aged 

women. 

20. I’ve to see the dentist for a check-up tomorrow; I just hope I don’t need to ______. 

A. have anything done B. be done something to 

C.  let anything be done D. make something done 

21. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the rest in the 

same line. 

A. honorable  B. honesty  C. historic.  D. hourly 

22. Find the word with the stress pattern different from that of the other three words in each 

question. 

A. although  B. design   C. purpose  D. cotton 

Part 2. Give the right form of the verbs in brackets.  

23. They (see) ______ to go out three times a day. 

24. Do you hear someone (whisper) ______  in the next room? 

25. Present day problems demand that we (be) _____ ready for any emergency. 

26. If I hadn’t lost my passport last Monday, I (not have) ______ a lot of trouble now. 

27, 28. Just as I (wonder) ______ what to next, the phone (ring) ______. 

29. On their next anniversary, Tim and Laura (be) ______ married for 5 years. 

30. Seldom Anna (buy) ______ a newspaper. 

31. I can’t go with you as I (not finish) ______ my work. 

32. I promise I (come) ______ over your place on time.  

Part 3. Supply the correct form of the word in capital letters.  
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Interviews are an imperfect method of choosing the best people 

for jobs, yet human (33) ______like to examine each other in 

this way. One of the many problems of (34)______as it is 

commonly practised is that the forms filled in by (35) 

______often fail to show people as they really are. This means 

that you can follow all the best (36) ______when completing 

your form and still find that you are (37) ______at the next stage 

– the interview. (38) ______, in the rare cases where interviews 

are automatic, a candidate with an (39) ______form may do 

surprisingly well. 

Of course, your form needs to show that you have (40) ______in 

your (41) ______to do the job, but don’t try to turn yourself into 

someone else – a person you have to pretend to be at the 

interview. Realism and (42) ______are definitely the best 

approach. 

   BE 

   SELECT 

   APPLY 

   ADVISE 

   SUCCESS 

   SIMILAR 

   AQEQUATE 

   CONFIDENT 

   ABLE 

   HONEST 

Part 4. Find a mistake in the four underlined parts of each sentence and correct it. 

43. The harder you learn, the most knowledge you get. 

                                  A          B              C                 D 

44. Polar winters are  length, dark and cold enough to kill most plants. 

                             A        B                                 C                  D 

45. CAT scanners are used not only for detecting conditions but also for observation the  

     A     B   C 

effects of therapy. 

  D 

46. The chain of rider stations along the way were  crucial to the success of the Pony Express. 

                                                    A                    B         C                    D 

47. Although smoking cigarettes make Mr. Thomson cough a lot, he cannot give it up. 

                  A                                   B                              C                                    D 

48. On hearing the good news, all of the children were too exciting to sit still. 

             A                                             B                                    C             D 

C. READING  

Part 1. Fill in the gaps with ONE suitable word to complete the text.  

English is the first language of many people in (49) ______ outside the United Kingdom. 

When you (50)_____speakers of  English from around the world, you can notice that they do 

not all speak in the same way. There are also some (51)____ in the words they use, including 

the names of (52)_____objects that are part of everyone’s daily life. Although (53) ______ 
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and vocabulary are not the same everywhere, it is interesting that English speakers (54)____ 

opposite sides of the world can understand each (55)____ quite easily. It does not seem to 

(56)_____ where they learnt the language. And of course this is one reason why speakers of 

other (57)____are keen  on learning English too. If you know English, you are more 

(58)_____to be able to study or work in all sorts of exciting places, such as the United States 

or Australia. 

Part 2. Read the text and choose the best option A, B, C or D to complete the text. 

Radar is an electronic device that can “see” great distances (59) ______ fog, rain, snow, cloud, 

and darkness. It can find and (60) ______ locate missiles, aircraft, ships, cities, rainstorms, 

and mountains. Radar uses radio waves, (61) ______ light waves, which the human eye uses 

in seeing. This makes it (62) ______ for radar to locate many kinds of objects at (63) ______ 

greater distances than the eye can see. Radar became an important military device during 

World War II. Today, networks of radar lookout stations guard the United States and Canada 

24 hours a day against (64) ______ missiles and airplanes. Patrol planes and ships (65) ______ 

the oceans with radar for hostile ships and aircraft. Airports use radar to (66) ______ planes 

safety to earth in fog or storms. Ships use it to steer clear of other (67) ______ or icebergs.  

Radar helps weathermen warn of (68) ______ hurricanes or tornadoes. 

Part 3. Read the passage and choose the best answers to questions below.  

The lion dance has a long history in China. There are many different stories about how the 

lion dance first started, but no one knows for sure. One story tells us that long time ago, a lion 

appeared in a small village in China and attacked the people and animals there. The villagers 

didn’t know what to do and offered ten pieces of gold to anyone who could help them.  

A kung-fu fighter heard about this and went to the village. He fought with the lion three times 

but couldn’t kill it. So he taught kung-fu to some of the villagers to help him kill the lion. A 

few months later, they killed the lion. After this the villagers celebrated the event every year 

by following the steps of those who fought the lion in a dance. 

59. A. in spite B. despite C. though D. although 

60. A. cure B. exact C. accurately D. accurate 

61. A. instead of B. in addition C. in stead D. in addition to 

62. A. possibility B. possible C. impossible D. can 

63. A. near B. farther C. far D. further 

64. A. long range B. near range C. ranged D. length range 

65. A. use B. find C. seek D. search 

66. A. find B. take C. guide D. guidance 

67. A. vessel B. vessels C. sail D. sails 

68. A. to approach B. approaches C. approach D. approaching 
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Another story tells us there was once an emperor who used to have bad dreams every night 

and couldn’t sleep. One night he saw a lion dance in his dream and the bad dreams just 

disappeared. 

When he woke up that morning, he showed his guards how to do the dance. From then on, 

they did the dance on that same day every year and the emperor never had bad dreams again. 

Lion dances take place at people’s homes during Chinese New Year. Chinese people believe 

that the dancers will bring good luck to the homes they visit. Two people do the dance, one 

at the head and another at the tail of the lion. They move the lion’s eyes, mouth and ears to 

make it look alive during the dance. Loud music is played and sometimes firecrackers are 

fired during the dance. This loud noise helps to keeps evil spirits away and to bring good luck. 

The lion dance is one of the most colorful events of the Chinese New Year celebration. 

69. How did the lion dance first start? 

A. When the kung-fu fighter killed the lion. 

B. When the emperor had a dream. 

C. When the emperor taught his guards how to do the dance. 

D. No one knows for sure. 

70. Why did the kung-fu fighter go to the village? 

A. He wanted to get some gold. 

B. He wanted to teach kung-fu to the villagers. 

C. He wanted to kill the lion. 

D. He wanted to teach the people how to do the lion dance. 

71. How did the villagers celebrate the killing of the lion? 

A. They taught kung-fu to everyone in the village. 

B. They gave gold to all the people who killed the lion. 

C. They followed the steps of the fighters every year in a dance. 

D. They gave ten pieces of gold to the kung-fu fighter every year. 

72. What happened when the emperor saw the lion dance in his dream? 

A. He woke up quickly. 

B. The bad dreams disappeared. 

C. His guards woke him up. 

D. He couldn’t sleep after that. 

73. Why do people light firecrackers during the lion dance? 

A. The loud noise keeps evil spirits away. 
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B. The loud noise brings good luck. 

C. Both these reasons. 

D. Neither of these reasons. 

D. WRITING  

Part 1. Finish each of the following sentences in such way that it means the same as the 

sentence printed before it.  

74. Keeping calm is the secret of passing your driving test. 

-> As long as ......................................................................................................................... 

75. It took us 3 hours to open the door. 

-> We .................................................................................................................................... 

76. These bookshelves are my own work.     

-> I made …………………………………………………………………………………... 

77. I don’t really like her, even though I admire her achievement. 

-> In spite…………………………………………………………………………………... 

78. My English friend finds using chopsticks difficult. 

-> My English friend isn't ..................................................................................................... 

79. "I've seen the film three times, Mary", said George. 

-> George told ....................................................................................................................... 

80. My brother studies now harder than he used to. 

-> My brother ........................................................................................................................ 

81. “Shut the door,” he said to me. 

-> He ………………………………………………………………………………………. 

82. You may be intelligent, but you should be careful about this. 

-> No matter ………………………………………………………………………………. 

83. The headmaster said some very reassuring things. 

-> What ……………………………………………………………………………………. 

Part 2. Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, 

using the word given. Do not change the word given. You must use between two and five 

words, including the word given.  

84. Tim looks nothing like his father.             TAKE 

-> Tim ……………………………………..his father at all. 
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85. I regret giving Dennis my phone number.            DENNIS 

-> I wish ……………………………..my phone number. 

86. “Is there anything you want from the shops?” Alison asked her mother.     THERE 

-> Alison asked her mother if ……………………………from the shops. 

87. Oh bother, we don’t have any milk left.          RUN 

-> Oh bother, we ………………………milk. 

88. We advise customers to buy their tickets in advance.         ADVISED 

-> Customers ………………………………their tickets in advance. 

89. Despite the bad weather, we went out for a picnic.       

 ALTHOUGH 

-> We went out for a ……………………………..bad. 

90. ‘I’m sorry I’m late again,’ he said.          

 APOLOGISED 

-> He ………………………………………….. again. 

Part 3. Write a pharagraph at least 150 words  about “Life skill is very important and useful 

for students  nowadays ”.  
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ĐÁP ÁN 

 

A. LISTENING 

Part 1.  

1. C 2. A 3. C 4. A 5. A 

 

Part 2.  

6. Green Street 7.  7434 8. 1976 9. 06634982746 10. (an addressed) 

letter 

 

B. LANGUAGE FOCUS  

Part 1.  

11. A 12. B 13. C 14. B 15. B 

16. B 17. D 18. A 19. C 20. A 

21. C 22. B    

Part 2.  

23. are seen 24. whispering 25. should 

be 

26. wouldn’t have 27. was 

wondering 

28. rang 29. will have been 30. does-

buy 

31. haven’t 

finished 

32. will come 

Part 3.  

33. beings 34. selection 35. applicants 36. advice 37. unsuccessful 

38. Similarly 39. inadequate 40. confidence 41.ability 42. honesty 

 

Part 4.  

43. B -> the more 44. B ->long 45. C -> observating 

46. B -> was 47. B -> makes 48. C -> excited 

C. READING  

Part 1.  

49. countries 50. meet/ see 51. differences 52. common 53. pronunciation 

54. from 55. other 56. matter 57. languages 58. likely 
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Part 2.  

59. B 60. C 61. A 62. B 63. C 

64. A 65. D 66. C 67. B 68. D 

Part 3.  

69. D 70. A 71. C 72. B 73. C 

 

D. WRITING  

Part 1.  

74.As long as you keep calm, you can/ will/ may pass your driving test. 

75.We spent 3 hours opening the door. 

76.I made these bookshelves (by) myself. 

77.In spite of admiring her achievement, I don’t really like her. 

78.My English friend isn’t used to (using) chopsticks. 

79.George told Mary that he had seen the film three times. 

80.My brother didn’t use to study as hard as he does now. 

81.He asked me to shut the door. 

82.No matter how intelligent you may be, you should be careful about this. 

83.What the headmaster said was very reassuring. 

Part 2.  

84.Tim doesn’t take after his father at all. 

85.I wish I hadn’t given Dennis my phone number. 

86.Alison asked her mother if there wasn’t anything she wanted from the shops. 

87.Oh bother, we run out of milk. 

88.Customers are advised to buy their tickets in advance. 

89.We went out for a picnic although the weather was bad. 

90.He apologised for being late again. 

Part 3.  

1. Content: a provision of all main ideas and details as appropriate. (5.0 pt) 

2. Language: a variety vocabulary and structures. (2.5 pts) 

3. Presentation: coherence, cohesion and style. (2.5 pt) 
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ĐỀ 2 – PHÒNG GD&ĐT THANH THỦY 

Time allowed: 150 minutes 

 

Section A: Phonetics  

I. Choose one word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others 

1. A. natural             B. nature            C. native            D. nation 

2. A. southern            B. northern            C. mouths            D. months  

3. A. both      B. cloth       C. ghost       D. sold  

4. A. examine     B. determine       C. famine       D. dine 

5. A. sacred      B. decided       C. contaminated D. watered 

II. Choose one word whose stress pattern is different from the others  

1. A. appliance  B. activity    C. adventure  D. average  

2. A. dormitory  B. category   C. priority  D. ordinary 

3. A. compliment  B. effective    C. charity  D. extreme 

4. A. advertise  B. advertisement C. teenager  D. surrounding 

5. A. national   B. newspaper    C. dormitory  D. biology 

Section B: Grammar & Vocabulary  

III. Choose the correct answer to complete each of the following sentences 

1.  - Daisy: “What a lovely house you have!”  - Mary: “______.” 

A. Lovely, I think so             B. Thank you. Hope you will drop in 

C. Of course not, it’s not costly                 D. No problem  

2. Analysts suggested the country __________its infrastructure to get foreign investment.  

A. improve  B. to improve  C. improves  D. improving 

3. The children __________to the zoo. 

A. were enjoyed taken   B. were enjoyed taking 

C. enjoyed being taken   D. enjoyed taking 

4. _______ my friends were unsuccessful at the job interviews. 

A. Most   B. The most of  C. Most of   D. Most out of 

5. _______ hard it is, we’ll finish solving it before you come back. 

A. No matter what  B. How far  C. No matter how D. Whichever 
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6. It was clear that the young couple were _______ of taking charge of the restaurant. 

A. responsible B. reliable  C. capable  D. able 

7. _______ he loved her, he didn’t forgive her for what she had done. 

A. Much as  B. Because  C. No matter  D. However 

8. _______ for the intolerable heat in the hall, we would have stayed much longer. 

A. If it weren’t B. Unless it were C. Hadn’t it been D. Had it not been 

9. Last year, Matt earned..........................his brother 

A. twice as much as B. twice as many as C. twice more than D. twice as more as 

10. Rarely...........about the environment enough to give up their cars 

A. do people care B. are people care C. people are care D. care people 

11. Tom always.............the crossword in the paper before breakfast 

A. makes  B. writes  C. does  D. works 

12. I do not mind your using my bike.................you take care of it 

A. although  B. for the fear that C. provided that D. unless 

13. What time are you _______ duty? Let’s have a coffee after that. 

A. over  B. on    C. off    D. out of 

14. Don’t give up your harboring dream. _______ working harder and harder. 

A. Try out   B. Keep on   C. Speed up   D. Go off 

15. It’s been a good year. I’ve written two books and a couple of articles, and _______ are 

now in print. 

A. both of which B. both of them  C. all of which  D. all of them 

16. The meal Mary cooked tastes_______. 

A. well  B. badly  C. good  D. worse 

17. ______ at the party, we saw Ruth standing alone. 

A. Arriving  B. We arrived C. Arrived  D. We were arriving 

18. He was turned down for the job because he is ________. 

A. qualified  B. qualifying  C. unqualified D. qualification 

19. Everyone hopes to pass the next final exam,___________?  

A.doesn’t he            B. hasn’t he               C. haven’t they        D. don’t they 

20. _______ had booked in advance were allowed in. 

A. Only who     B. Only those who  
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C. Only who were those   D. Only were those who 

21. They hardly believe him and ................ 

A. so do I     B. neither do I C. I do, too     D. I believe him 

22. The house was .............building. 

A. a stone nice old       B. a nice old stone  

C. a nice stone old    D. an old nice stone 

23. At the moment she's considering ________ a car. 

A. buying  B. to buy   C. to buying  D. buy 

24. She.................her neighbor’s children for the broken window 

A. accused  B. complained  C. blamed  D. denied 

25. I don’t think we have very much......................., we are very different people 

A. together  B. in common  C. the same  D. similar 

IV. Identify the error in the following sentences by circling A, B, C or D  

1. (A)Because the expense of (B)traditional fuels, many countries (C  )have been investigating 

alternative (D)sources of power.. 

2. Mrs. Barnes, (A) who was so (B)proud of her new car, (C) drove to work when the accident 

(D)suddenly happened and damaged her car. 

3. The (A)oceans contain many (B)forms of life that (C)has not (D)yet been discovered.  

4. (A)Not only my teacher (B)but also my close friend (C)are (D)here.  

5. (A) Dislike the gorilla, the (B) male adult chimpanzee weighs(C) under 100 (D)kilograms.   

6. (A)Among the people (B) present at the bar, the police (C)suspected a (D)thirty-years-old 

man 

7. Tom drove (A)past (B)the police’s station (C)on his (D)way to work 

8. (A)After driving for twenty miles, he suddenly (B)realized that he (C)has been driving 

(D)in the wrong direction. 

9. So far Linda(A) has been writing 5 novels(B) on the problems (C)teenagers have to (D)cope 

with in the new world.        

10. Pele, (A)from Brazil, is (B)considered one of the (C)greatest football (D)player of all 

time. 

V. Supply the correct form of the words in bracket  

1. The committee has made some ..........................changes for the better (DECIDE) 

2. Do you know that the ..................of the awards are coming on Sunday? (RECEIVE) 
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3. She thinks chatting on the Internet is.......................(TIME-CONSUME)  

4. John went to bed early because he had had a ___________day.   ( TIRE) 

5. The professor explained his idea with great________.    ( CLEAR)  

VI. Supply the correct form and tense of the verbs in brackets (1 point) 

1. You (stop) ______by a policeman if you try to cross the road now. 

2. She wishes she ( not give )______ them her phone number last week. 

3. Would you be so kind as (switch off)………….. the lights when leaving?  

4. It’s imperative that the wildlife program ( broadcast)……… 

5. Had it not been for her sickness, she (go out)................................ with me to the party 

SECTION C: READING  

VII. Fill in each blank with a suitable word  

Nowadays people are more aware that wildlife all over the world is in (1) ..................... Many 

species of animals are threatened, and could easily become extinct if we do not 

(2)........................an effort to protect them. There are many reasons for this. In some cases, 

animals are hunted for their fur or for other (3)..................... parts of their bodies. Some birds, 

such as parrots, are caught alive, and sold (4).............pets. For many animals and birds, the 

problem is that their (5)........................- the place where they live is disappearing. More land 

is   (6)...................for farms, houses or industry, and there are fewer open spaces 

(7)..........there once were. Farmers use powerful chemicals to help them grow better crops, 

(8)..................these chemicals pollute the environment and harm wildlife. The most 

successful animals on earth- human (9)......................- will soon be the only ones left, unless 

we can (10)....................this problem. 

VIII. Read the passage and choose the best option to complete the passage  

One step beyond automated machines is the (1) _______ robot, the heart and brain (2) 

_______ which is the microcomputer. Unlike most automated machines, industrial robots can 

(3) _______ programmed to do a variety of tasks (4) _______ are usually accomplished by 

human factory workers. Like their human (5) _______, industrial robots can be switched from 

one job to (6) _______ and can be programmed to (7) _______ new tasks. Thus, robots have 

found their greatest use in assembling (8) _______ components. However, they are swiftly 

branching (9) _______ basic assembly operations to construction and mining, and their (10) 

_______ wonderful use of all is the exploration of oceans and outer space. 

1. a. industry  b. industrial  c. industrialize       d. industrialization 

2. a. of  b. in   c. from   d. for 

3. a. to be  b. be   c. is    d. being 

4. a. who  b. whom  c. whose   d. that 

5. a. combination b. counterpart c. evaluation   d. abolishment 
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6. a. some  b. any   c. another   d. others 

7. a. handle  b. expose  c. judge   d. compare 

8. a. mechanic b. mechanical c. mechanics   d. mechanization 

9. a. for  b. onto  c. from   d. forward 

10. a. most  b. best   c. worse   d. less  

IX. Read the following passages and choose the best answers to each questions 

People usually complain that they never have enough time to accomplish tasks. The hours 

and minutes seem to slip away before many planned chores get done. According to time 

management experts, the main reason for this is that most people fail to set priorities about 

what to do first. They get tied down by trivial; time-consuming matters and never complete 

the important ones. 

One simple solution often used by those at the top is to keep lists of tasks to be accomplished 

daily. These lists order jobs from most essential to least essential and are checked regularly 

through the day to access progress. Not only is this an effective way to imagine time, but also 

it serves to give individuals a much-deserved sense of satisfaction over their achievements. 

People who do not keep lists often face the end of the work with uncertainty over the 

significance of their accomplishments, which over time can contribute to serious problems in 

mental and physical health. 

1. Which of the following is the best title for the passage? 

           A. Common Complains About Work             B. Accomplishing Trivial  Matters 

            C. Achieving Job Satisfaction                        D. Learning To Manage Time 

2. According to the passage, why do many people never seem to have enough time to 

accomplish  things? 

     A. They do not prioritise tasks. 

      B. They get tied down by one difficult problem. 

          C. They fail to deal with trivial matters. 

      D. They do not seek the advice of time management experts. 

3. In paragraph 2, the word those refer to: 

          A. daily lists             B. trivial matters           C. priorities              D. people 

4. The passage states that one solution to time management problems is to: 

          A. consult a time management expert 

          B. accomplish time-consuming matters first 

          C. keep daily lists of priorities and check them regularly. 

          D. spend only a short time on each task. 
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5. The paragraph following the passage most probably discusses: 

          A. mental and physical health problems. 

          B. another solution to time management problems 

          C. ways to achieve a sense of fulfillment. 

          D. different types of lists. 

Section D: Writing 

X. Sentence transformation  

Rewrite the following sentences in such a way that the second sentence has the same 

meaning as the first one 

1. It’s my opinion that you should take more exersise.   

If I were............................................................................................................................. 

2. He never suspected that the money had been stolen. 

At no time ........................................................................................................................ 

3. You have ridden a horse before, haven’t you? 

 Have………………………………………………………………………………......... 

4. I’m quite happy to look after the baby for you. 

I don’t................................................................................................................................ 

5. Vietnamese women continue to wear the fashionable Ao dai. 

 The fashionable Ao dai……………………………………………..………………...... 

6. “Would you like to go to the concert with me tonight?” Peter said to Ann. 

 Peter invited…..……………………………..………..………………........................... 

7. He was annoyed because his son often came home late. 

He objected.................................................................................................................... 

8. She dances beautifully and she sings sweetly, too. 

Not only  ....................................................................................................................... 

9. Thomas and David are very good friends.   

Thomas and David get..................................................................................................... 

10. Driving on the left is strange and difficult for Americans. 

Americans aren't.............................................................................................................. 

XI. Sentence building  
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Use the following sets of words and phrases to write a letter. Make all the changes and 

additions if necessary.  

Dear Na, 

1. I/ already/ arrive home/ New York 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. It/ happy/ see/ whole family again. 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Thank/ for/ lovely time/ you/ house 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. It/ kind/ you/ show me so much/ hometown 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. I/ really impressed/ friendliness/ your people 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

6.  mountainous sights/ make/ deep impression/ me 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

7. I still remember/ invited/ eat/ sour meat/ and / it/  delicious 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

8. your homeland/ beautiful/ so/ I wish/ have a chance/ visit/ again 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

9. If/ you/ time/ write/ me 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

10. I / look / hear / you/. Give/ regards/ parents 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 Love, 

 Daisy 
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ĐÁP ÁN 

 

Section A: Phonetics  

I.  

1. A 2. D 3. B 4. D 5. D 

II.  

1. D 2. C 3. D 4. A 5. D 

 

Section B: Grammar & Vocabulary  

III. 

1. B 6. C 11. C 16. C 21. B 

2. A 7. A 12. C 17. A 22. B 

3. C 8. C 13. C 18. C 23. A 

4. C 9. A 14. B 19. D 24. C 

5. C 10. A 15. D 20. B 25. B 

IV.  

1. A 2. C 3. C 4. C 5. A 

6. D 7. B 8. C 9. A 10. D 

V.  

1. decisive 2. recipients 3. time- consuming 4. tiring 5. clarity 

VI.  

1. will be 

stopped 

2.  had not 

given 

3. to switch off 4. (should) be 

broadcast 

5. would have 

gone out 

Section C: Reading 

VII.  

1. danger 2. make 3. valuable 4. as  5. habitat 

6. used 7. than  8. but 9. beings 10. solve  

VIII.  

1. b 2. a 3. b 4. d 5. b 

6. c 7. a 8. b 9. c 10. a 
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IX. 

1. D   2.A  3. D   4.C    5.B 

SECTION D: WRITING: 

X.  

1. If I were you, I would take more exersise 

2.At no time did he suspect that the money had been stolen 

3. Have you ridden a horse before? 

4. don’t mind looking after the baby for you 

5. The fashionable Ao dai continues to be worn by Vietnamese women.  

6. Peter invited Ann to go to the concert with him that night 

7. He objected to his son/his son’s coming home late 

8. Not only does she dances beautifully, but she also sings sweetly 

9.  Thomas and David get along/ on  very well (with each other) 

10. Americans aren't used to driving on the left 

XI.  

1. I have already arrived home in New York. 

2. It is happy to see my/the whole family again. 

3. Thank you very much for the lovely time with you in your house. 

4. It was very kind of you to show me so much of your hometown. 

5. I was really impressed by the friendliness of your people. 

6. The mountainous sights made/ have made a deep impression on me. 

7. I still remember being invited to eat sour meat and it was very delicious. 

8. Your homeland is beautiful, so I wish I would have a chance to visit it again. 

9. If you have time, (please) write to me. 

10. I look/ am looking forward to hearing from you. Give my regards to your parents. 
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ĐỀ 3 – PHÒNG GD&ĐT HUYỆN BẢO THẮNG 

Time allowed: 150 minutes 
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ĐÁP ÁN 
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ĐỀ 4 – PHÒNG GD&ĐT CẦU GIẤY 

Time allowed: 150 minutes 

 

I. LISTENING 

Question 1 and 2: Choose the correct letter A - C. Identify your answer by writing the 

corresponding letter A, B or C on your answer sheet 

1. Gavin’s apartment is located on the ………. 

A. ground floor  B. second floor  C. third floor 

2. The monthly rent for Gavin’s apartment is ……… 

A. $615   B. $650   C. $655 

Question 3 - 6: Complete the table below. Write your answer on your answer sheet. 

Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS for each answer. 

ITEM VALUE 

(3) ………………………… $450 

(4) ………………….......... $1,150 

Watches $2,000 

CDs and (5) ………………… $400 

Total annual cost of insurance (6) $........................ 

Question 7 - 10: Complete the form below. Write your answer on your answer sheet. 

Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS for each answer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II. Pick out the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the other 

words. Write your answer (A, B, C, or D) on your answer sheet. 

1. A. method   B. father   C. feather   D. weather 

2. A. chemistry   B. children   C. schooling   D. character 

INSURANCE 

APPLICATION FORM 

Name:  Mr. Gavin (7)………………….. 

Address:  (8)…………………….. Biggins Street 

   (9)…………………….. 

Date of birth: 12th November 1980 

Nationality:  (10)…………….. 
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3. A. state   B. status  C. station  D. statue 

4. A. bury   B. carry  C. heavy  D. many 

5. A. spear  B. gear  C. fear   D. pear 

III. Choose the best answer from the four options marked A, B, C, or D to complete each 

sentence below. Write your answer (A, B, C, or D) on your answer sheet. 

6.  “Let’s go dancing, ……………..?” -  “Yes, let’s” 

 A. will we   B. do we  C. don’t we  D. shall w 

7. I don’t want much sugar in my coffee. Just……., please. 

 A. few   B. a few  C. little  D. a little 

8. As the drug took………., the patient became quicker. 

   A. force  B. influence  C. action  D. effect 

9. Either you or your friend _______ on charge today.   

 A. are    B. is    C. was   D. were 

10. _______ here, he would help us with these troubles. 

 A. Were Peter      B. If were Peter    

C. Unless were Peter       D. Unless Peter were 

11. This is not the right.............. to ask for my help: I am far too busy even to listen ! 

 A. moment  B. situation  C. opportunity D. circumstances 

12. It is................. knowledge in the village that Mr. and Mrs. Thome quarrel violently 

several times a week. 

 A. common  B. important  C. popular  D. general 

13. "My daughter, Mary, tries to ............... to see me at least once a week", Mrs. Jones told 

the social worker. 

 A. call up  B. go up  C. come on  D. drop in 

14. The party,......... I was the guest of honors, was extremely enjoyable 

 A. by which  B. at which  C. for which  D. to which 

15. _______ music is _______ popular pastime at many schools. 

 A. Ø / a   B. The / the   C. A / the   D. The / Ø 

16. A wedding is a wonderful opportunity for……… off new clothes. 

 A. wearing  B. carrying  C. showing  D. putting 

17. It’s a good idea to see your doctor regularly for………………….... 
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 A. a revision  B. a control  C. an investigation D. a check - up 

18. ……………….…from Bill, all the students said they would go. 

 A. Except  B. only  C. Apart  D. separate 

19. He was an……writer because he persuaded many people to see the truth of his ideas. 

 A. ordinary  B. influential  C. unlimited  D. accurate 

20. Many parents do not let their children make a decision ______ their future career. 

 A. in    B. about   C. on    D. out 

21. Our classroom supplied with ……………… 

 A. plenty of chalks B. plenty of chalk C. several chalks D. several chalk 

22.  …………..saying was so important that I asked everyone to stop talking and listen. 

 A. What the woman was   B. The woman was  

 C. That the woman was   D. What was the woman 

23. Unemployment ___________ by 5 percent since the beginning of the year. 

 A. has raised  B. rose  C. has risen  D. was raised 

24. Don’t try too hard. Don’t ______ off more than you can ______ 

    A. eat – chew    B. bite – chew        C. eat – swallow     D. bite - swallow 

25. Anne: “Make yourself at home”.   -  John: “ ____” 

 A. Yes, can I help you   B. Not at all. Don’t mention it 

 C. Thanks! Same to you   D. That’s very kind. Thank you 

IV. Give the correct form of the word in CAPITAL. Writing the correct answer on your 

answer sheet. 

26. Humphry Davy helped Faraday much in his later......................              

 (DISCOVER) 

27. The farmer is trying to……………..….. the pig before killing it for meat.   (FAT). 

28. This organization is very concerned about the………. of the rain forests.

 (DESTROY) 

29. I was annoyed at his………….…to cooperate.                                         

 (REFUSE) 

30. Two……. from the group " Friends of the Earth" are talking to the students. 

 (REPRESENT) 

31. This knife is ……………………… It can't cut anything.                              

(USE) 
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32.  This photo has just been ………………………………                             

 (LARGE) 

33. She has been …………………………….since her husband died.            

 (POVERTY) 

34. Most orphans are bred in …………………………..                                   

 (ORPHAN)   

35.  …………………………covers the sky at night.                                          (DARK) 

V. Choose the most suitable answer from the four options marked A, B, C, or D to complete 

each of the numbered gaps in the passage below. Write your answer (A, B, C or D) on the 

answer sheet. 

YOUR BEST FRIEND IN DISGUISE? 

Do you (36)……. people on what they look like? I think we all (37)……..that we shouldn’t 

do this although many of us still do. Some people are impressed by clothes from a particular 

(38)……..; others think that things such as someone’s hairstyle is critical to their (39)……of 

someone. But, if you sit and chat to people, you can see that, whatever they look (40)………., 

that person may be really good (41)……and could become a close friend of yours – if only 

they were given the (42)……... The point is that we should take people as they are and not 

dismiss them just because they (43)……..differently from us. You may ignore someone who 

could be your best friend just because they are (44)…….the wrong jeans. We need to look 

past the clothes, the tattoos and the hairstyles and think about personality, not (45)…….. . 

36. A. decide  B. rule   C. consider  D. judge 

37. A. notice  B. catch  C. realize  D. aware 

38. A. seller  B. designer  C. cutter  D. maker 

39. A. view  B. sight  C. thought  D. picture 

40. A. alike  B. as   C. similar  D. like 

41. A. pleasure  B. laugh  C. fun   D. sport 

42. A. moment  B. opportunity C. occasion  D. hope 

43. A. dress  B. wear  C. clothe  D. look 

44. A. fitting  B. wearing  C. matching  D. carrying 

45. A. figure  B. form  C. manner  D. appearance  

VI. Read the passage below and choose the best answer from the four options marked 

A, B, C or D. Write your answer (A, B, C or D) on the answer sheet. 

When I injured my back I had to take a break from my running career. I decided to introduce 

more women to the sport, to show them how much fun it can be and to give them the 

confidence to get out and run. I decided to start a running club for women in my area because 

I was annoyed by the attitude of many race organizers. They complain about the lack of 
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women in the sport but also use this as an excuse for not providing separate changing 

facilities. 

I put up posters and 40 women, young and old, fit and unfit, joined. All of them were attracted 

by the idea of losing weight but I don’t think they had really thought about running before. 

When or if they did, they had a picture of painful training. They didn’t think of chatting and 

smiling while running in beautiful places, like by a river. 

At first they ran for only a minute - now they can run for thirty minutes. They’ve also learned 

from other runners about diet and keeping fit in general. I want to do something for women’s 

running and I have had so much pleasure watching their progress – almost as much as they’ve 

had themselves. 

46. What is the writer’s main aim in writing the text? 

A. to describe her own running career B. to complain about race organizers 

C. to talk about women runners  D. to describe good running method 

47. What would a reader find out from the text? 

A. the best kind of places for running 

B. how runners can avoid injuring themselves 

C. the progress made by the women in the club 

D. the teaching skills of the writer 

48. What is the writer’s opinion of the runners she trained? 

A. They were too serious   B. They needed encouraging 

C. They couldn’t develop their skills D. They were difficult to train 

49. Why did the women join the running club? 

A. to have a good time   B. to meet other people 

C. to help them lose weight   D. to become top runners 

50. Which of the following would be the best title for the club poster? 

A. Discover the Pleasures of Running B. Riverside Running Club for Women 

C. Athletics Competition: How to Win D. Keep Fit by Training Hard 

VII. Read the passage below and choose the best answer from the four options marked 

A, B, C or D. Write your answer (A, B, C or D) on the answer sheet. 

As far back as 700 B.C., man has talked about children being cared for by wolves. Romulus 

and Remus, the legendary twin founders of Rome, were purported to have been cared for by 

wolves. It is believed that when a she - wolf loses her litter, she seeks a human child to take 

its place. 
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This seemingly preposterous idea did not become credible until the late nineteenth century 

when a French doctor actually found a naked ten - year - old boy wandering in the woods. He 

did not walk erect, could not speak intelligibly, nor could he relate to people. He only growled 

and stared at them. Finally the doctor won the boy’s confidence and began to work with him. 

After many long years of devoted and patient instruction, the doctor was able to get the boy 

to clothe and feed himself, recognize and utter a certain number of words, as well as write 

letters and form words. 

51. The French doctor found the boy 

A. having no clothes on him   B. carrying some woods 

C. growling at him    D. speaking intelligibly 

52. In this passage, the word litter most nearly means 

A. garbage  B. master  C. offspring  D. hair 

53. The doctor was able to work with the boy because 

A. the boy was highly intelligent  B. the boy trusted him 

C. the boy liked to dress up   D. the boy was dedicated and patient 

54. Which of the following statements is not true? 

A. She - wolves have been said to substitute human children for their lost litters 

B. Examples of wolves’ caring for human children can be found only in the nineteenth century 

C. The French doctor succeeded a domesticating the boy somewhat 

D. The young boy never was able to speak perfectly 

55. In this passage, the word preposterous most nearly means 

A. dedicated  B. scientific  C. wonderful  D. unreasonable 

VIII. Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, 

using the word given. Write your answers on the answer sheet. 

56. You must see it to believe it. 

 - > It…………………………………………..………….………………. 

57. The furniture was so expensive that I couldn’t buy it. 

 - >  The furniture was ……………………………..…………………….. 

58. The garage is going to repair the car for us next week. 

 - > We’re going……………………………………………….…………. 

59. A child can’t stay too far from home. 

 - >  It is ………………………………………………………………….. 

60. Many others have the same situation as you. 
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 - > Your situation is…………………………………………………….. 

 

IX. Write an essay about the following topic: (words limited: about 120 - 150) 

Image that you have a friend in another country and you would like to invite him or her to 

visit your village. Write a brief introduction to attract him to visit your village.  

Suggested content:  

                   Your writing should include: 

                                             - pictures of your village 

                                             - people and their jobs 
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ĐÁP ÁN 

 

I. Listening 

1. B      6. 184  

2. A      7. Murray  

3. fridge/refrigerator    8. 16C 

4. stereo system    9. South Hills (bắt buộc phải số nhiều) 

5. Books (bắt buộc phải số nhiều)      10. English/ British 

II.  

1. A 2. B 3. D 4. B 5. D 

III.  

6. D 7. D 8. D 9. B 10. A 11. A 12. A 13. D. 14. B 15. A 

16. C 17. D 18. C 19. B 20. C 21. B 22. A 23.C 24. B 25. D 

 IV.  

26. discovery/discoveries 31. useless 

27. fatten 32. enlarged 

28. destruction 33. poor 

29. refusal 34. orphanages 

30. representatives 35. Darkness (bắt buộc viết hoa đầu từ) 

V.  

36. D  37. C  38. B  39. A  40. D  

41. C  42. B  43. A  44. B  45. D 

VI.  

46. C  47. C  48. B  49. C  50. A 

VII.  

51. A  52. C  53. B  54. A  55. D 

VIII.  

56. It must be seen to be believed. 

57. The furniture was too expensive for me to buy. 

      The furniture was not cheap enough for us to buy. 
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58. We’re going to have/get the/our car repaired next week. 

59. It is impossible for a child to stay too far from home. 

      It is not possible for a child to stay too far from home. 

60. Your situation is the same as many others’. (Lưu ý dấu sở hữu cách) 

       (Your situation is similar to many others’.) 
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ĐỀ 5 – PHÒNG GD&ĐT HUYỆN PHÙ CỪ 

Time allowed: 150 minutes 

 

PART I: LISTENING & PHONETICS  

I. Listen and fill in each gap a word you hear to complete the letter. Write the words on 

your answer sheet.  

Dear Harry,  

Hi! It's now (1)………………. o'clock in the afternoon and I'm sitting in the living room 

writing this letter. It's a (2)……………….  day outside. The weather is great. The sun's 

(3)………………. and the birds are singing. My dog, Paddles, is sitting beside me and (4) 

…………….at me with her big brown eyes. The eyes are (5) ……………. me for some food. 

But I'm not (6) ……………. her anything because she's getting fat. I'm learning Spanish now 

at evening (7) …………….. My Spanish is (8) ……………. slowly. I like my teacher. She's 

doing an (9) ……………. job. I'm really (10) ……………. my class. I hope you are well and 

happy and that your family is also well. Please write to me soon. 

Bye for now, 

Jenny 

II. Listen and choose the best answer for each question. Write A, B or C on your answer 

sheet.  

1. What is the woman's name? 

A. Julie    B. Jenny   C. Jane 

2. Where is the woman from originally? 

A. Argentina    B. the United States  C. Chile 

3. About how old was the man when he returned to the United States? 

A. 7 years old   B. 10 years old      C. 17 years old 

4. What is the man studying? 

A. physics    B. biology   C. Psychology 

5. What is the woman's job? 

A. a sales representative  B. a computer programmer C. a receptionist 

III. Choose the word in each group that has the underlined part pronounced differently 

from the rest. Write  A, B, C or D  on your answer sheet.  

1. A. meat  B. leader  C. heat  D. sweater 

2. A. foot  B. school  C. book  D. good 
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3. A. though   B. enough   C. cough   D. rough  

4. A.  century   B. city   C.  teacher  D. afternoon 

5. A.  reported  B. intended   C. crowded   D. laughed 

PART II: VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR  

I. Choose the best word or phrase to complete the following sentences. Write A, B, C or D  

on your answer sheet.  

1. The tree________________by my father last year is very high now. 

A. planting  B. planted  C. was planted  D. plants 

2. She never let you cook the meal, ________________?  

 A. did she   B. doesn't she C. didn’t she   D. does she 

3. I really regret ________________you the story. I didn't know it would make you 

disappointed. 

A. to tell  B. tell   C. told    D. telling 

4. Not many people ________________for the meeting last night. 

A. turned on  B. turned out   C. turned up   D. turned down 

5. Would you mind If I ________________the window? 

A. open  B. opening  C. opened   D. to open 

6. These clothes need________________immediately otherwise they will smell. 

A. to wash  B. washing  C. to be washing  D. washed 

7. Mary always wears nice and new clothes. She looks________________. 

A. fashion  B. fashionable C. fashionably  D.  fashioned 

8. They wish they________________ have to work hard to earn money. 

A. couldn't  B. can't   C. don't   D. didn't 

9. If the weather ________________fine tomorrow, we ________________on a picnic. 

A. is/go  B. is/will go  C. will be/go   D. will be/will go 

10. Vietnamese people are always proud ________________Vietnam's traditions and 

customs. 

A. in   B. of   C. on    D. at 

II. Supply the appropriate form of the words in CAPITAL to complete each sentence. Write 

them on your answer sheet.  

1. Wearing seat belts in cars is ___________by law.               

(COMPEL) 
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2. He drives very___________ He is sure to have an accident.                        

(CARE ) 

3. She will never forget her happy ___________                  

(CHILD) 

4. The phone doesn’t work. It’s been ___________.                         

(CONNECTION ) 

5. I watch the news every day because it's very___________                                          

(INFORM )  

6. The Internet has___________developed in every field.                                             

(INCREASE)   

7. You are only one of many___________for that job.                                               

(APPLY) 

8. John likes a lot of dishes of Vietnam, ___________ Pho.                        

(SPECIAL) 

9. The house is large, but it is terribly ___________to live in.                              

(COMFORT) 

10. Many designers took ____________ from Vietnam’s ethnic minorities.              

(INSPIRE) 

PART III: READING  

I. Choose the word or phrase that best fits the numbered blank in the following passage. 

Write  A, B, C or D  on your answer sheet.  

A trip to France 

Paul had a very interesting  summer holiday this year. His French pen – friend invited him to 

visit her family in the south of France. Paul (1)............by plane from London to Paris. Marie, 

his French friend, (2).............him in Paris and together they took a train from Paris to 

Marseilles. Masreilles is the town (3)........... Marie’s family lives. It is a very large port. A lot 

of people live in Marseilles and (4)............are many interesting shops and cafes there. Paul 

started learning French at school two years ago and he spoke French all the time with Marie 

and her family. (5)......., it was very difficult for him but soon it became (6)............easier. One 

day, Marie and her parents (7)...... Paul for a picnic in the mountains. They climbed a big hill. 

From the top of the hill, they had a wonderful (8)......... In the (9).........., they could see the 

sea. Paul was very sad when it was time to go back to London and school. He is already 

looking (10).......... to the next summer when Marie is going to spend her holidays with his 

family in England. 
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1. A. got  B. moved  C. went  D. transfered 

2. A. met  B. saw   C. took  D. greeted 

3. A. what  B. where  C. when  D. who 

4. A. they  B. those  C. these  D. there 

5. A. At first  B. At beginning C. At starting  D. At first time 

6. A. much  B. so   C. too   D. extremely 

7. A. brought  B. took  C. carried  D. got 

8. A. view  B. sight  C. scene  D. scenery 

9. A. space  B. air   C. distance  D. way 

10. A. through B. forward  C. on   D. out 

II. Fill in each numbered blank with one suitable word. Write the words on your answer 

sheet.  

LOUIS ARMSTRONG 

Louis Armstrong, who (1) ...................... born in 1990 and died in 1971, was a very famous 

jazz (2) ....................... He used to be known as “ Satchmo” and this nickname stayed with 

him all his (3) ....................... As a child in New Orleans, he learnt to (4) ...................... the 

trumpet while he was living in a special home for children who had got into (5) ...................... 

with the police. When he had finished his stay in the home, he joined various bands and then 

he formed his own. Between 1925 (6) ......................1928, he made about 60 records. These 

records made him one (7) ......................the first solo stars in the history of pop (8) 

...................... When he died, he had been making records and he had been touring all over 

the (9) ...................... for more than forty years, and he was just as popular (10) ......................  

he had been before. He even had a number one pop record  - What A Wonderful World – in 

the 1960s.    

III. Read the following passage carefully and then choose the best answer to the questions 

below. Write  A, B, C or D  on your answer sheet.  

Mr. Smith gave his wife 10 pounds for her birthday- ten pretty pound notes. So a day after 

her birthday, Mrs. Smith went shopping. She queued for a bus, got on and sat down next to 

an old lady. After a while she noticed that the old lady’s handbag was open. Inside it she saw 

a wad of pound notes exactly the ones her husband had given her. So she quickly looked into 

her own bag – the notes had gone! Mrs. Smith was sure that the old lady who was sitting next 

to her had stolen them. She thought she would have to call the police; but as she disliked 

making a fuss and making people into trouble, she decided to take back the money from the 

old lady’s handbag and say nothing more about it. She looked round the bus to make sure that 

nobody was watching, and then she carefully put her hand into the old lady’s bag, took the 

notes and put them in her own bag. When she got home that evening, she showed her husband 

the beautiful hat she had bought. "How did you pay for it?" he asked.  "With the money you 
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gave me on my birthday, of course”, she replied. "Oh? What’s that then?” he asked as he 

pointed a wad of ten pound notes on the table.  

1. When did Mrs. Smith go shopping?  

A. After a while.      B. On her birthday.   

C. Ten days ago.      D. The day after her birthday.  

2. What did Mrs. Smith see in the old lady’s handbag?  

A. A pound note.      B. A wad of ten pound notes.    

C. A wad of pound notes    D. Ten pounds  

3. What was Mrs. Smith sure the old lady had done?  

A. stolen her money.     B. called the police.   

C. given her money to her husband.            D. taken her bag  

4. Why did Mrs. Smith look round the bus?  

A. to call the police.      B. to make sure nobody was watching.  

C. to make a fuss.      D. to look for her money  

5. What did Mr. Smith point to?  

A. Mrs. Smith’s beautiful hat   B. Mrs. Smith’s handbag.  

C. the table      D. a wad of ten pound notes on the table  

PART IV: WRITING  

I. Choose the underlined word or phrase that needs correcting. Write  A, B, C or D  on your 

answer sheet.  

1. Your brother’s birthday is in December 22nd, isn’t it? 

                  A                          B                    C         D 

2. Linda wishes she is the most beautiful girl in the world. 

      A             B          C                         D 

3. What I told her a few days ago were not the solutions to most of her problems. 

               A                                     B                          C      D  

4. When he saw the teacher looking at him, he stopped to talk 

         A         B                          C                                         D 

5. I don’t know the town very well because I am only here since last week 

         A                   B                    C              D  

6. The book writing by my uncle has just been published 
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                      A                               B           C       D 

7. Nancy was made repeat the whole reading. 

                       A             B         C             D 

8. If I was in your place, I would make a trip to England 

       A                 B                                    C        D 

9. The children are very boring and they don’t know what to do. 

         A             B               C     D  

10. The company has  so little money that it can’t hardly operate any more 

                              A        B                     C            D   

II. Finish each of the following sentences in such  a way that it means exactly the same as 

the sentence printed before it. Write the answers on your answer sheet.  

1. I haven’t seen my sister since 2006. 

→ I last __________________________________________________________. 

2. He is too young to go to school alone . 

→ He is __________________________________________________________. 

3. We spent two hours getting to London. 

→ It took _________________________________________________________. 

4. If you don't try hard, you will not pass your final exam.  

→   Unless _________________________________________________________ 

5. "Let's  go to the cinema. ", Lien said. 

→   Lien suggested __________________________________________________ 

6. The poor farmer was tired but he kept working.  

→   In spite ________________________________________________________ 

7. Has someone booked the seats yet? 

→ Have _________________________________________________________? 

8. Is it really necessary for us to arrive so early?                          

→ Do we really_____________________________________________________ 

9. He has never played a computer game before.  

→ This is _________________________________________________________ 

10. Everyone heard about the accident before I did. 

→I was the_________________________________________________________ 
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III. Use the cues, write complete sentences. 

1. I/ arrive/ Ho Chi Minh City/ this morning. 

2. Mr. Hai/ my uncle/ pick/ me/ Tan Son Nhat airport. He/ I/ home/ bus. 

3. We/ dinner/ lot/ Sai Gon specialties. 

4. I/ bring/ your present/ your aunt/ Nguyen Trai street/ tomorrow. 

5. Mr. Hai/ also/ promise/ take me/ Duc Ba church. I/ fly/ back/ Ha Noi/ two days. 

6. When/ I/ meet you/ have/ chance/ enjoy/ Sai Gon foods.  
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ĐÁP ÁN 

 

PART I: LISTENING & PHONETICS  

I.  

1. four/ 4 2. lovely  3. shining  4. looking  5. asking 

6. giving 7. college  8. improving  9. excellent  10. enjoying 

II.  

1. B. Jenny   2. A. Argentina   3. C. 17 years old  

4. C. psychology  5. A. a sales representative 

III.  

1. D. sweater    2. B. school   3. A. though    

4. A.  century     5. D. laughed 

PART II: VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR  

I.  

1. B. planted   2. A. did she    3. D. telling  4. C. turned up 

5. C. opened   6. B. washing   7. B. fashionable 8. D. didn't  

9. B. is/will go  10. B. of  

II.  

1. compulsory   2. carelessly    3. childhood   

4. disconnected   5. Informative  6. increasingly  

7. applicants    8. especially   9. uncomfortable  

10. inspiration 

PART III: READING  

I.  

1. C 2. A 3. B 4. D 5. A 6. A 7. B 8. A 9. C 10. B 

II.  

1. was   2. musician   3. life   4. play  5. trouble 

6. and   7. of   8. music  9. world 10. as  

III.  

1. D 2. C 3. A 4. B 5. D 
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PART IV: WRITING  

I.  

1. B → on    2. B → were  3. B → was   4. D → talking  

5. C → have been   6. A → written 7. B → to repeat       8. A → were              

9. B → bored         10. D → can hardly 

II.  

1. I last saw my sister in 2006. 

2. He is not old enough to go to school alone. 

3. It took us two hours to get to London. 

4. Unless you try hard, you will not pass your final exam.  

5. Lien suggested going to the cinema.  

6.  In spite of tiredness/ being tired, the poor farmer kept working.   

7. Have the seats been booked yet?  

8. Do we really have to arrive so early? 

9. This is the first time he has (ever) played a computer game. 

10. I was the last person to hear/know about the accident. 

III.  

1. I arrived in Ho Chi Minh City this morning. 

2. Mr. Hai, my uncle picked me up at Tan Son Nhat airport. He and I went home by bus. 

3. We had dinner with a lot of Sai Gon specialties.  

4. I’ll bring your present to your aunt on Nguyen Trai street tomorrow. 

5. Mr. Hai also promised to take me to Duc Ba church. I’ll fly back to Ha Noi in two days. 

6. When I meet you, you’ll have a chance to enjoy Sai Gon foods. 
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ĐỀ 6 – PHÒNG GD&ĐT TP. THANH HÓA 

Time allowed: 150 minutes 

 

Part A : PHONETICS  

I/ Choose  and write in your answer sheet the word whose underlined part is pronounced 

differently from the rest of the group.  

1. A. Describe B. Excite  C. Timber   D. Dive  

2. A. Devotion B. congestion   C. Suggestion  D. Question  

II/ Choose  and write in your answer sheet the word whose stress pattern is different from 

the rest of the group.  

3. A. glorious  B. bargain  C. passenger  D. important 

4. A. migrate  B. inhabit  C. character  D. diversity 

5. A. advance  B. ancient  C. cancer  D. annual 

Part B :  LEXICAL AND GRAMMAR  

I. Choose the most suitable word or phrase to complete each sentence.  

6. ___________ from John, all the students said they would go. 

A. Except                  B. Only                     C. Apart                  D. Separate 

7. If you work for us, you’ll get somewhere to live _____ free. 

A. for                 B. at                  C. out                    D. of 

8. The new manager explained to the staff that she hoped to _____  new procedures to save 

time and money. 

A. manufacture         B. establish        C.  control        D. restore 

9. They took pride _______ being the best players of the school. 

A. in                          B. with                      C. on                         D. for 

10. She’d prefer to go out  ________ home. 

A. than to stay                           B. than staying                     

C. rather than staying                          D. rather than stay                          

11. They received _______ advice from their parents that they became successful. 

A. so good                         B. such a good                   C. so good an                        D. such good 

12. Have you got a car ________ ? 

A. of your own                        B. of yourself                  C. of you                          D. of your 
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13. There is a fault at our television station. Please do not ______ your television set. 

A. change                         B. adjust                   C. repair                       D. switch 

14.  If you want to attend the course, you must pass the ................... examination. 

A. write                        B. written                  C. wrote                          D. writing 

15. Either Peter and his brothers _______ the keys to the car. 

A. has been taken                         B. has taken                   C. have taken                       D. have been taken                         

16. We can tell you that we often have a friendly _______ in our class. 

A. atmosphere                         B. air                     C. matter                         D. impression 

17. These clothes are fashionable and _______ . Do you agree with me? 

A. only                          B. merely                      C. unique                         D. uniquely 

18. He _______ to have a very big fortune and a beautiful wife. 

A. rumors                          B. rumored                      C. has rumored                         D. was rumored 

19. Did you use to do a _______ when you were at the university. 

A. full-time job                       B. part-time                     C. full-time                         D. part-time job                    

20. My house is just  _______ . I live in the nearby neighborhood. 

A. near here                         B. near to                      C. near by                         D. near from 

II. Use the verbs in brackets in the correct tense or form   

21. His brother ________ (give) a car for his twentieth birthday next year.  

22. The house was very quiet when I got home. Everybody______ (go) to bed.  

23.  Less than half of the cans of paint ______ (use) up to now.  

24. (Write)________ the letter, she put it carefully in an envelope.  

25 - 26. Can you imagine what I _______ (come) across when I _______ (roll) up the carpet 

yesterday.  

27. He talked as if he ______ (know) where she was.   

28. If you go to England, you’ll have to get used to ________ (drive) on the left.  

29. You may feel  frightened when you are in a forest ______ (surround) by tall trees.  

30.  – You have just missed the bus. – All right. I _______ (walk).  

III. Supply the correct form of the word in capital letters.  
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There is one particular feeling which I find difficult to 

express. When I am (31)……………….….. about 

something, I say nothing. Once, for example, after I had 

bought a very (32)…………………..… jacket, I met a 

friend in a café who said that the jacket didn’t fit me 

very (33)………………... . I  was very 

(34)……………………  but I said nothing. I didn’t feel 

like continuing our (35)…………………….. My friend 

noticed my (36)…………………………. and asked me 

what was wrong. I couldn’t tell him the 

(37)………………..…….. . I began to feel rather 

(38)………………………and left without giving him 

an (39)……………………… Later I felt rather (40) 

………………… of my behavior. 

 

     ANGER 

     EXPENSE 

     GOOD 

     ANNOY 

     CONVERSE 

     SILENT 

     TRUE 

     EMBARRASS 

     EXPLAIN 

     SHAME 

IV. Fill in each blank with one suitable preposition  

41. We both share a love ……………… music.   

42. Shall we go ……………. your car or mine?    

43. Why can’t you look at the problem…………… my point of view?    

44. We wish we had a father…………… yours.   

45. Vietnamese woman usually wear the Aodai, sometimes at work, and especially ……….. 

their special occasions.   

46. She’ll visit us as soon as she arrives  ……….. Paris.   

47. Who’s the woman dressed…………. green.    

48. Peter is excited ………………… winning the prize.   

49. The boss has been ill …………………flu for the last week.  

50. This document is very important …………your case.  

Part C :  READING  

I. Supply the most suitable word for each blank.  

The (0) benefits of internet in our life has become certain. Yet, it still takes time for the internet 

to reach the countryside and remote (51..........) so I feel it a pity for me and my friends not to 

have (52...........) to it. I have an uncle in the city and I occasionally pay him a (53………..) at 

weekend, and this is a good chance for me to surf the net. I spend most of the time surfing 

webs and I find some really interesting for me. I wish my school could have access to the 

internet so that all students in my school could (54............) their learning to keep their 

knowledge (55............). 

II. Choose the best answer from A, B, C or D to fill in the gaps in the following passage. 
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When I was a boy, children always objected to (56) ............. school uniform but teachers were 

keen on it because they said all of us looked (57) ............. . Otherwise, they said, children 

would complete with each other and the poorer children would be unhappy because people 

would see straight away (58) ............... In recent years, however, many schools have (59) 

................. the idea of making children wear uniform but, funnily enough, now that children 

can wear what they like, they have adopted  (60) ............. . When some journalists visited a 

(61) .............. , they found that all the boys and girls were dressed     (62) ................ jeans. 

One girl said she would rather (63) ................. wear a coat instead of a jersey because no one 

wants to look different from the other children in the class. Parents may not be as happy about 

this as children, but they (64) ............... , because this new kind of uniform is one that the 

children like, not something they have been forced to wear, and it is also (65) ............... than 

school uniforms used to be. 

56. A. wearing  B. dressing  C. wear  D. dress 

57. A. like   B. to be like  C. alike  D. to be alike 

58. A. what poor they are    B. what poor they were    

      C. how poor they are     D. how poor they were 

59. A. left over  B. taken off  C. put off  D. given up 

60. A. an own uniform    B. a uniform of their own  

      C. a proper uniform    D. a uniform of his own 

61. A. London school    B. London’s school  

  C. school of London        D. school at London 

62. A. on   B. by   C. in   D. which 

63. A. to die than  B. to die that  C. die that  D. die than 

64. A. ought   B. should  C. had   D. would 

65. A. much more cheaper B. much more  C. much cheaper D. more cheaper 

III. Read and answer the questions below.  

The world’s oceans are so vast that they can cope with the present levels of pollution. 

However, little is known about the long-term effects of such slow poisoning. The most serious 

problem of modern time is that man is destroying the earth’s natural resources and 

transforming huge areas into waste land. As a result, it is becoming extremely difficult to 

grow enough to feed the world’s rapidly increasing population. A way of protecting all wild 

life on the earth must also be found as many species are in danger of disappearing completely 

from the face of the earth. The smoke in the atmosphere, for example, is increasing so much 

that the amount  of sunlight has been reduced in many cities. Man’s whole environment is 

being changed in a serious way.  

66. What is the process of making something dirty? 
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67. Find a word or phrase from the passage with the same meaning as the air, water and land 

in which we live? 

68. What is the air surrounding the earth called? 

69. What could be best replaced wealth, goods or products people can use? 

70. What is a difficulty which needs attention and thought? 

IV. Read the story  carefully and choose the correct answer 

It was a beautiful spring day: the sun was shining, the sky was blue. In the centre of London 

a policeman cried. He saw a man with a big lion. They were walking down the street. 

“Hey, you!” he said. “What are you doing here with this lion? You can’t walk around the 

streets with a lion. Take it to the Zoo !” 

“OK, officer. I want to show Baby the town.” 

The man opened the door of his car and the lion jumped in. The car went away. 

The next day the police officer saw the same man and the same lion again. 

“Hey, you!” he said.” Come over here! And bring that lion with you!” 

The man took the lion to the police officer. 

“What’s the problem, officer?” 

“Problem? I told you yesterday to take the lion to the Zoo!” 

“Oh, I did, officer, I took Baby to the Zoo. He enjoyed it very much. But today, I am taking 

him to the swimming pool !” 

71.  A. It wasn’t raining that day. 

B. A policeman saw a man with a dog in the centre of New York. 

 C. The man and his pet were walking along the park. 

 D. The man didn’t have a car. 

72. A. The lion couldn’t get into the car, the lion was too big. 

 B. The policeman took the lion to the Zoo and put the lion into the cage. 

 C. The man showed his pet the Zoo. 

 D. The policeman was happy to see a man with a lion in the centre of London. 

73.  A. The man had a baby. It was a nice girl of three. 

B. Baby was the lion’s name. 

C. The policeman told the man to show Baby the town. 

D. The lion visited the London Zoo. 

74.  A. The man could drive a car. 
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B. The lion didn’t like the Zoo at all. 

 C. The policeman took the lion to the swimming pool. 

 D. The policeman met people with lions in London streets every day. 

75.  A. The lion was the man’s pet. 

 B. The man had a baby lion as a pet. 

 C. The policeman showed the park and the school to the lion. 

 D. When the policeman saw the man with the lion he got very hungry. 

Part D : WRITING  

I. Complete each of the following sentences in such a way that it means the same as the 

sentence printed before it.  

76. It’s not a good idea to travel during the rush hour. 

 (It’s better to avoid  

77. People think that the owner of that house is abroad 

(The owner   

78. She didn’t know the way, so she asked a policeman. 

(Not  

79. The baby cries because the lion looks fierce.  

(The baby cries because of  

80. John only understood very little what the teacher said. 

(John could hardly 

81. I tried as hard as I could, but I just couldn’t get the money. 

(No matter  

82. As my grandmother grows older, she becomes more intolerant. 

(The older  

83. They suggested banning advertisements on TV.   

(They suggested that  

84. Mary wishes she had spoken her mind at the meeting. 

(Mary regretted  

85. Despite his intelligence, he doesn’t study well at school 

(Even  
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II. Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, 

using the word given. Do not change the word given. You must use between two and five 

words, including the word given.  

86. The job received over a hundred applications. (applied) 

(Over a hundred people.................................................the job. 

87. Our future is in your hands, my dear! (depends) 

(Our future ......................................... my dear! 

88. I’d rather you didn’t use the office phone. (mind) 

(Would you.............................the office phone. 

89. I’m sorry I can’t give you all the expensive things in life. (wish) 

(I..............................................give you all the expensive things in life. 

90. If I were you, I’d try to get some sleep. (advise) 

(I ................................................ to try to get some sleep. 

III. Write a paragraph about 100 words on the important roles of computers  
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ĐÁP ÁN 

 

Part A : PHONETICS 

I/ 

 1. C. timber 2. A. devotion 

II/  

3. D. important 4. C. character   5. A. advance

Part B: LEXICAL AND GRAMMAR  

I. 

6. C. Apart                  

7. A. for                 

8. B. establish        

9. A. in                          

10. D. rather than stay                          

11. D. such good 

12. A. of your own                        

13. B. adjust                   

14. B. written                  

15. C. have taken                       

16. A. atmosphere                         

17. C. unique                         

18. D. was rumored 

19. D. part-time job                    

20. A. near here           

II.  

21. will be given 

22. had gone 

23.  has been used 

24. Having written 

25-26. came – was rolling 

27. had known 

28. driving 

29. surrounded 

30.  will walk

III.  

31. angry  32. expensive   33. well  34. annoyed  

35. conversation 36. silence   37. truth  38. embarrassed 

39. explanation 40. ashamed 

IV.  

41. for 

42. in 

43. from 

44. like 

45. on 

46. in 

47. in 

48. about 

49. with 

50. in

Part C:  READING 

I. 

51. areas  

52. access  

53. visit  

54. improve   

55. updated 
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II. 

56. A. wearing  

57. C. alike   

58. D. how poor they were  

59. D. given up 

60. B. a uniform of their own  

61. A. London school  

62. C. in    

63. D. die than 

64. B. should   

65. C. much cheaper  

III.  

66. The process of making something dirty is pollution. / hoặc chỉ cần trả lời ngắn: 

pollution. 

67. A word or phrase from the passage with the same meaning as the air, water and land we 

live is environment/ hoặc chỉ cần trả lời ngắn: environment 

68. The air surrounding the earth is called atmosphere./  atmosphere 

69. Resources could be best replaced wealth, goods or products people can use./  

Resources/natural resources. 

70. A difficulty which needs attention and thought is pollution. /  pollution.  

IV.   

71- A  72- C  73- B  74- A  75- A    

Part D : WRITING  

I.  

76. It’s better to avoid traveling during the rush hour. 

77. The owner of that house is thought to be abroad. 

78. Not knowing the way, she asked a policeman 

79. The baby cries because of the fierceness of the lion. /because of  the fact that…. 

80. John could hardly understand what the teacher said. 

81. No matter how hard I tried, I just couldn’t get the money. 

82. The older my grandmother grows, the more intolerant she becomes. 
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83. They suggested that advertisements on TV should be banned. 

84. Mary regretted not speaking her mind at the meeting./ not having spoken…... 

85. Even though he is intelligent , he doesn’t study well at school. 

II. 

86. applied for 

87. depends on you 

88. mind not using 

89. wish I could 

90. advise you 

III.  

1. Format: (2 points) 

The paragraph should have 3 parts: 

a. Introduction: a topic sentence in which students should narrow down the roles of 

computers. 

b. Body: students should give advantages of  computers. 

c. Conclusion  (summary of the main advantages, students’ comment) 

2. Content : (5 points) 

Ss should give specific advantages of  computers. 

- Computers help people relax after a hard-working day by listening to music, playing game.  

- Computers can save information for a long time. 

- Computers help students do calculations quickly and accurately. 

- Computers connected to the Internet can provide interesting movies and help students 

study well. 

3. Language: (3 points) (grammatical accuracy, wide range of vocabularies and structures) 
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ĐỀ 7 – PHÒNG GD&ĐT HẠ HÒA 

Time allowed: 135 minutes 

 

A. PHONETICS 

I. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the 

others. 

1.  A. precious  B. preparation C. pretty  D. repetition  

2.  A. architect     B. parachute   C. choir    D. psychology 

3.  A. treason         B. reason       C. season        D. jealous 

4.  A. aggressive     B. suggest      C. energy     D. garbage  

5.  A. measure  B. vision  C. pleasure  D. pension 

II. Identify the word whose stressed pattern is different from that of the others. 

1.   A. official  B. literacy  C. inventory  D. stationery 

2.  A. diversity  B. severe   C. ecosystem  D. courageous 

3.  A. prediction  B. compulsory C. intelligent  D. judgment 

4.  A. valuable  B. entertain  C. honesty  D. mountain. 

5.  A. realize  B. product C . mechanic   D. separate 

B. LEXICO GRAMMAR 

I. Choose the best answer from A, B, C or D to fill in the blanks. 

1. John’s father ordered ________ not to stay out late again. 

A. him              B. to him  C. that he   D. for him 

2. When the electricity failed, he _______ a match to find the candles. 

A. rubbed   B. scratched  C. struck  D. started 

3. When the tenants failed to pay their bill, the authorities decided to cut _______ the gas 

supply to the flat. 

A. down   B. out   C. across  D. off 

4. She refused to eat meat under any _______ . 
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A. circumstances  B. occasion  C. opportunity D. reason 

5. I should be most grateful if you’d give me a ______ of this new typewriter. 

A. demonstration  B. display  C. showing  D. manifestation  

6. He’s determined to finish the job ______ long it takes. 

A. whatever   B. whenever  C. however  D. no matter 

7. He _______ me to believe that they had left the district. 

A. made   B. led   C. assured  D. confirmed 

8. On _______ to power the new president announced a programme of social reforms. 

A. arriving   B. reaching  C. achieving  D. coming 

9. Ben’s wife is a terrible snob. She _______ almost all his friends because they have 

north country accents. 

A. looks up to                B. looks forward to     

C. looks out on                 D. looks down on  

10. When you are an old age pensioner, you have to learn to _____ a very small income. 

A. live on  B. live up to   C. live out  D. live down 

11. We are _______ your request and will shortly reply to it. 

A. thinking   B. realizing   C. considering D. noticing 

12. Although it was _______ jewelry, it looked real enough. 

A. dishonest  B. untrue   C. invented  D. imitation 

13. They all thought he was guilty, but no one could ______ anything against him. 

A. point  B. accuse   C. ensure  D. prove 

14. He is under sixteen, ______ he should not drive a car. 

A. considering B. so far as   C. therefore  D. however 

15. When Jane won the prize, I _______ her on her success. 

A. rejoiced  B. appreciated       C. approved  D. congratulated 

16. When we had finished dinner, George asked the waiter to bring him the _________. 

A. total  B. cost              C. count  D. bill 
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17. He said that the plane had already left and that I ______ arrived an hour earlier. 

A. must have             B. had to  C. should have            D. was supposed to 

18. It is distressing to see small children _______ in the streets. 

A. pleading  B. imploring  C. begging   D. entreating 

19. Alice didn’t expect _______ to Pill’s party. 

A. to asked  B. being asked C. to be asked             D. asking 

20. The government plan to ________ the price of petrol. 

A. raise  B. heighten  C. ascend   D. rise  

II. From the four underlined words or phrases (A), (B), (C), or (D), identify the one 

that is not correct. 

1. It took me so many time to learn that lesson three months ago. 

         A                 B             C                             D 

2. My father has retired since three years and he is now living on his pension.  

                               A              B                                                   C            D 

3. Mrs. Brown’s children are used to be picked up after school every day. 

                              A        B                 C            D 

4. My father asked us not to spend too much time play computer games. 

                        A                 B                        C          D 

5. They played so good game of tennis last night that they surprised their audience. 

                                  A                    B                      C                D 

6. When Cliff was sick with the flu, his mother made him to eat chicken soup and rest in 

bed.         

                    A         B C       D 

7. She wishes that we didn’t send her the candy yesterday because she’s on a diet. 

          A       B     C          D 

8. The harder he tried, the worst he danced before the large audience. 

         A           B            C           D 
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9. Before she moved here, Arlene had been president of the organization since four years. 

       A      B        C              D 

10. The fire began in the fifth floor of the hotel, but it soon spread to adjacent floors. 

        A       B          C              D  

III. Give the correct form of the words in CAPITAL to complete the sentences. 

1. These _________will conserve the earth. INNOVATE 

2. We should be more _________with our electricity. ECONOMIC 

3. A list of _________events for the autumn is being prepared. COME 

4. The _________of forests has brought about serious floods recently.  DESTROY 

5. My neighbors are very kind. They are ______to me during my 

parents’ absence. 
SUPPORT  

6. Sally came in so _________that she woke everyone up. NOISE 

7. Martin was very _________of what he had done. SHAME 

8. Are there any countries in the world where the kings still 

_________? 
GOVERNMENT 

9. Our _________from London to Sydney took 24 hours. FLY 

10. Don’t believe her when she says she accidentally did it, her action 

was _________ . 
PURPOSE 

IV. Give the correct verb forms. 

1. He wishes that he (be)…………….....(1)............…… a famous designer one day. 

2. The car needs (repair)…………(2)………  It (buy)…….…..…(3)…….. two years 

ago. 

3. A new bridge (build) ........(4)..............across the river. They (start) 

........(5).......building it last month and the bridge (expect) .........(6)..........      to open next 

year.  

4. I can’t help ( feel ) ................(7)..........sorry for hungry children. If only there ( be ) 

..........(8).............. peace in the world. 

5. I am sorry. I already ( forget ) ................(9)............... her name which you ( give ) 

...........(10).......... me some days before. 
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C. READING 

I. Choose the best answer from A, B, C or D to fill in each numbered blank in the 

following passage. 

British space scientists are planning to join the American in the race to find evidence of 

life on (1)_______ planets. Alan Penny and his team at the Rutherford Appleton 

Laboratory have designed a telescope that is 40 times more powerful than Hubble. Known 

as ‘Darwin’, his telescope could tell if planets 50 (2) _______ years away have any kind 

of life on them. Two days (3) _______, NASA scientists had shown a proof that one of 

Jupiter’s moons could support life; Penny announced that his telescope may be included in 

a European Space Agency mission. The Darwin project, with a (4)_______ of 500 million, 

is on a short list of two proposals. If approved it will probably be (5)_______ around 2015, 

its destination somewhere between Mars and Jupiter. The blueprint is actually for five 

telescopes positioned 50 meters apart in space, slowly circling a (6)_______ processing 

station. The combined data from these telescopes would build up a full picture of a planet, 

picking out faint images that have never been seen before. Darwin would not be able to 

take detailed photographs of the planets it (7) _______, but Penny believes a second- 

generation telescope could be sent up to do this. He claims it is worthwhile mapping the 

universe around our (8) _______ galaxy, even though these planets lie (9)_______ our 

reach for the moment. The European Space Agency will make its decision (10) ______ 

Darwin within three years. 

1.  A. another   B. other   C. others   D. the other  

2.  A. light   B. lighten   C. lightening   D. lighting  

3.  A. following  B. after  C. next  D. later 

4.  A. price  B. schedule  C. charge  D. budget 

5.  A. driven  B. fetched  C. launched  D. taken 

6.  A. central    B. centre  C. middle  D. heart 

7.  A. invents  B. searches  C. discovers  D. looks 

8.  A. alone  B. same  C. one   D. own 

9.  A. out   B. toward  C. beyond  D. over 

10.  A. of   B. on    C. about   D. with 

II. Read the passage below carefully then choose the best answer for each question 

below. 
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Devastating floods along the coast have left many people homeless. People are asked to 

help by donating food, clothes, furniture, and other supplies to the Assistance Fund. 

Donations of bottled water are especially needed, since the floods have disrupted the local 

water supply. In addition, volunteers are needed to travel to the flooded area to help 

distribute the donations. 

1. What does this notice concern? 

A dangerous roads               C. help for flood victims 

B. safety precautions                       D. warning about weather 

2. What kind of supplies is NOT mentioned? 

A. medicine   B. clothing  C. food  D. furniture 

3. In addition to supplies, what is needed? 

A. teachers   B. new bridges C. places to stay  D. volunteers 

4. “devastating floods” in line 1 refer to those that __________ 

A. cause a lot of damage    C. happen suddenly 

B. are very short     D. last for a long time 

5. The word “donating” in line 2 is closest in meaning to ___________. 

A. selling   B. buying  C. taking   D. giving 

III. Fill in each numbered blank with one suitable word. 

Most students, in their own countries have had little opportunity to practise using English. 

When foreign learners first have the (1) ………. to speak to an English-speaking person 

they may have a shock: they often (2) ………… great difficulty in understanding. I’ll just 

mention three of the possible reasons for this. 

First, it seems to students that English people speak very quickly. (3) ………, they speak 

with a variety of accents. Third, different styles of speech are used. For all of these reasons 

(4) ……….. will have difficulty, mainly because they lack everyday practice in listening 

to English people speaking English. 

(5) ………….. can a student do then to overcome these difficulties? Obviously, attend 

English classes and if a language laboratory is available, use it as (6) ………… as possible. 

He should listen to programs in English on the radio and TV. Perhaps, most important of 

(7) ……………… , he should take every opportunity to meet and speak with native 

English-speaking people. 
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In addition, the student probably has difficulty in speaking English fluently. The advice 

here will seem (8) ………. to follow but it’s necessary. Firstly, he must simplify what he 

wants to say so that he can express himself reasonably and clearly. Secondly, he must try 

to think in English, (9) ………… translate from his mother tongue. This will only begin to 

take place when his use of English become automatic; using a language laboratory (10) 

………. listening to as much English as possible will help. 

D. WRITING 

I. Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means exactly the same 

as the sentence printed before it. Write your answers in the spaces provided.  

1. That meal was excellent. 

=> What ............................................................................................................................! 

2. I don’t really want to visit the museum. 

=> I’d rather ....................................................................................................................... 

3. Please don’t smoke in this area of the restaurant. 

=>  Customers are requested ............................................................................................... 

4. Although he took a taxi, Peter arrived late for the concert.  

=>  In spite ............................................................................................................................ 

5. I left without saying goodbye as I didn’t want to disturb the meeting.  

=>  Rather ............................................................................................................................ 

6. The cost of living has fallen considerably in the past week. 

=>  There has ....................................................................................................................... 

7. Charles lives quite near his aunt’s house. 

=> Charles doesn’t ……………………………………………………………………….. 

8. He regrets having invited her to the party. 

=>  He wishes ....................................................................................................................... 

9. It was such a dirty beach that we decided not to stay. 

=> The beach …………………………………………………………………………….… 

10. It isn’t necessary to finish the work today. 

=> You don’t ………………………………………………………………………………. 
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II. Make all the changes and additions if necessary to make meaningful sentences.  

1. How/ about come/ my flat/ and have/ something/ eat/ before/ go? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. I/ remember/ have/ long conversation/ English teacher/ few days ago. 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

3. If / Bob / have / lot / money / he / buy / car / and / travel / around / world. 

    ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. It/ advisable/ that children/ learn/ write/ not use/ ball point pens. 

 ........................................................................................................................................... 

5. These exercises/ too difficult/ students/ do/ without/ mistakes. 

.................................................................................... ....................................................... 

6. We / not use / wear / jeans / when / study / primary school. 

................................................................... ........................................................................ 

7. My mother / wear / new skirt / only twice / since / she / buy / it. 

...................................................................... ..................................................................... 

8. The air/ full/ dust/ because/ roads/ repair. 

............................................................................................ .............................................. 

9. How many / hour / week / you / spend / watch TV/?/ 

………………….…………………...…………………………………………………… 

10. Mr. Green / not used / take / children / circus / when / live / city.   

……………………………………...…………………………………………………… 
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ĐÁP ÁN 

 

A. PHONETICS 

I. 

1. C 2. B 3. D 4. A 5. D 

II.  

1. A 2. C 3. D 4. B 5. C 

B. LEXICO GRAMMAR 

I.  

1. A 2. C 3. D 4. A 5. A 6. C 7. B 8. D 9. D 10. A 

11. C 12. D 13. D 14. C 15. D 16. D 17. C 18. C 19. C 20. A 

II.  

1. B 2. B 3. C 4. D 5. A 6. C 7. A 8. B 9. D 10. A 

III.  

1. innovations        2. economical          3. forthcoming        4. destruction 

5. supportive   6. noisily           7. ashamed               8. govern        

9. flight            10. purposeful 

IV.  

1. would be                           2. to be repaired (repairing)  

3. was bought                       4. is being built  

5. started                               6. is expected 

7. Feeling                              8. were    

9. have…..forgotten             10. gave 

C. READING 

I. 

1. B 2. A 3. D 4. D 5.   C 
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6. A 7. C 8. D 9. C 10. B  

II.  

1. C  2. A  3.D  4. A  5. D 

III.  

1. opportunity  2. have 3. Second(ly)            4. students         5. What 

6. much  7. all  8. difficult  9. not          10. not 

D. WRITING 

I.  

1. What an excellent meal (that /it was)! 

2. I’d rather not go to/ visit the museum. 

Or I’d rather stay at home than go to/ visit the museum. 

3. Customers are requested not to smoke in this area of the restaurant. 

4. In spite of taking/ having taken / the fact that Peter had taken a taxi, he/ Peter arrived 

late for the concert. 

5. Rather than disturb the meeting, I left without saying goodbye. 

6. There has been a considerable fall in the cost of living in the past week. 

7. Charles doesn’t live very far/ a long way from his aunt’s house. 

8. He wishes he hadn’t invited her to the party. 

9. The beach was so dirty that we decided not to stay. 

10. You don’t have/ need to finish the work today. 

II.  

1. How about coming to my flat and have something to eat before going? 

2. I remembered having a long conversation with an English teacher a few days ago. 

3. If Bob had a lot of money, he would buy a car and travel around the world. 

4. It is advisable that children who are learning to write shouldn’t use ball point pens. 

(It is advisable that children learning to write shouldn’t use ball point pens.)  

5. These exercises are (were) too difficult for the students to do without (any) mistakes. 
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6. We did not use to wear jeans when we studied at primary school. 

7. My mother has worn her new skirt only twice since she bought it. 

8. The air is full of dust because the roads are being repaired. 

9. How many hours a week do you spend watching TV? 

10. Mr. Green didn’t use to take his children to the circus when he/they lived in the city. 
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ĐỀ 8 – SỞ GD&ĐT TỈNH THANH HÓA 

Time allowed: 150 minutes 
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ĐÁP ÁN 
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ĐỀ 9 – SỞ GD&ĐT TỈNH NGHỆ AN 

Time allowed: 150 minutes 
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ĐÁP ÁN 
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ĐỀ 10 – TRƯỜNG THCS CHU VĂN AN 

Time allowed: 150 minutes 

 

I/ Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the 

others  

1/ a. asked   b. arrived  c. enjoyed  d. used 

2/ a. instruction  b. islam  c. soil   d. correspond 

3/ a. federation  b. impress  c. ethnic  d. depend 

4/ a. baggy   b. fashion  c. label  d. casual 

5/ a. economic  b. conclosion  c. sailor      d. minority 

6/ a. grocery       b. crop  c. hero   d. flow 

II/ Put an accent mark over the stressed syllable  

  intend    activity   commercial 

     content       behavior   climate 

III/ Fill in each blank with the correct form of the word in capitals  

1/ Should French be a ................foriegn language in VietNam. (COMPEL) 

2/ D . E . Huges was the ...................... of microphone. (INVENT) 

3/ What is your ....................for designing this house?  (SUGGEST) 

4/ There are a lot of .....................festivals in VietNam. (TRADITION) 

5/ Discovering penicilline made Sir Alexander Fleming................................ all over the 

world. (FAME). 

6/ What is the ....................of Thomas Edition? (NATION). 

IV/ Rewrite the following sentences as directed  

1/ The last time I saw Mary was at Denny’s birthday party. 

I haven’t .................................................................................................................. 

2/ the zookeepers feed the tigers at 3.30 pm everyday. 

The tiger................................................................................................................... 
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3/ You aren’t more careful . You will have an accident. 

Unless...................................................................................................................... 

4/ I’m sorry I don’t have time to come and help you with the work. 

I wish....................................................................................................................... 

5/ All visitors to the town falls in love with. 

Everyone who.......................................................................................................... 

V/ Write a new sentence as similar as possible in meaning to the original sentence, 

but using the word given  

1/ She can’t cook very well (good at). 

.................................................................................................................................. 

2/ No one I know is more intelligent than he is (The most). 

.................................................................................................................................. 

3/ I don’t know anything about her family (Wish). 

.................................................................................................................................. 

4/ I advise you to put a hat on when you go out (Had better). 

.................................................................................................................................. 

5/ All the students love their form teacher. He is very kind (Because of). 

.................................................................................................................................. 

6/ Peter is fat because he eats so many chips (If) 

.................................................................................................................................. 

VI/ Use the words to write meaningful sentences  

1/ We/not use/wear/Jeans/when/study/prinmary school. 

................................................................................................................................. 

2/ My friends/would prefer/to go/movie theater/watch/films/TV. 

................................................................................................................................. 

3/ I/interested/learn English/and/I/like/information/school. 

.................................................................................................................................. 
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4/ I/study/English/four years/but/I/want/improve/speaking/and/listening/skill. 

.................................................................................................................................... 

5/ How many/ball point pens/produce/world/each year?  

.................................................................................................................................... 

6/ Ballpoint pens/use/to/very/expensive/when/first/introduce/Vietnam. 

.................................................................................................................................... 

VII/ Each sentence has a mistake, find it and correct it (1,5 ms). 

1/ It is very crowded here. I wish there wasn’t so many people. 

.................................................................................................................................... 

2/ If I have time tonight. I will finish the novel I was reading. 

.................................................................................................................................... 

3/ Basil asked me If Iam going to visit my aunt the next day. 

................................................................................................................................... 

VIII/ Read . Then answer the questions (2,5ms). 

The construction of the Hanoi Opera House started in 1901 and was completed in 1911.  

It was designed by architects Broger and Harloy. With a seating capacity of 900, the 

Hanoi Opera house is building of great cultural, but also historical significance. It is 

where the people saw the appearance of the red flag with a star on 17 August 1945. The 

building is located at the junction of Trang Tien and Hang Khay Street. Here, Hanoi 

people turned a meeting into a demonstration to support the August Revolution. In 1997, 

with the aid of the French government, the theater was repaired in accordance with its 

original design. 

*/ Questions: 

1/ When was the Hanoi Opera House constructed? 

............................................................................................................................................. 

2/ Who were its designers? 

............................................................................................................................................. 

3/ How many seats can the Hanoi Opera House provide?  

.............................................................................................................................................. 
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4/ why it is not only of great cultural significance but also an important historical place? 

............................................................................................................................................... 

............................................................................................................................................... 

5/ How was the theater repaired in 1997? 

............................................................................................................................................... 

............................................................................................................................................... 

IX/ Complete each gap with one suitable word (2,5 ms). 

In Canada and the United States , ................(1) of the most popular days in the year is 

Halloween. Halloween is on October 31st . It’s a day .....................(2) some people dress 

up in strange or unusual costumes . For example , they made dress up to look 

.....................(3) an animal, a person from abook or movie or a famous person from 

history. In some place, children go to school in ....................(4) Halloween costumes. 

After dark, many young children .................(5) on their costumes and visit their 

neighbors .They knock on the .........................(6) and shout “Trick or treat!” then the 

neighbors .....................(7) then some candy, and the children go to ...............................(8) 

house. Adults also enjoy dressing up for Halloween. .......................(9) are usualy 

Halloween parties in the evening and usualy there is a prize for the best or 

.........................(10) unusual costume. 

 


